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Blogger IQ – INCREDIBLY USEFUL WP CODES
And one bonus tip at the end for WP Dashboard.

1 <sup> tag:
2 <sub> tag:
3 <hr /> tag:

4 &nbsp;
"CTRL + K" Keyboard
5 shortcut

6 <a> tag:
rel attribute
with nofollow
7 value

8 target blank
img tag with
9 src attribute

this creates a superscript of letters or numbers.
Especially useful when you want to show a copyright
symbol like TM. Or to show mathematical notations and
'to the power of' numbers.
The <sub> tag helps in creating, you guessed it right, a
subscript of alphanumeric characters.
The <hr /> comes in handy when you want to insert a
horizontal row in your blog posts.
The is that inevitable non-breaking space required in
your blog posts. Use &nbsp; in your code editor and you
get an awesome line space. Similar to the <br> break
tag in HTML.
When you are in WP editor, just hit ctrl k - it will bring
up the 'insert hyperlink' option with settings.
<a> tag along with href attribute helps you to insert
custom hyperlinks - this is similar to inserting hyperlink
option given above but through a different way.
If you want to avoid your SEO ranking flowing to
outbound hyperlinks, use the <rel> attribute with
nofollow as its value. This also sits inside the <a> tag.
The "target" attributes more often accompanies the
"rel" tag. This is used to have the link open either in a
new tab or window. Syntax: Target="_blank"
Insert images from another location using the src
attribute.

<sup>text</sup>
<sub>text</sub>
<hr />text</hr />

&nbsp;

None. Just hit the keyboard shortcut ctrl K

<a href="http://bloggeriq.com"></a>
<a href="http://bloggeriq.com"
rel="nofollow"></a>
<a href="http://bloggeriq.com" rel="nofollow"
target="_blank"></a>
<img
src="http://bloggeriq.com/folder/image.png">
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reorder lists restart
10 numbering

11 <code> tag
<blockquote>
12 tag

13 read more tag

WP Dashboard
14 trick

Don't want to restart numbering in your multiple
ordered lists? Use this trick. Use the start attribute
inside <ol> tag.
Want to show a sample code in your WP editor without
accidentally inserting a functional code in your blog?
Use this tag.
Want to highlight or quote someone? <blockquote> is
the way to go.
Want to show a page breakup between posts so people
can click 'read more' to continue reading your blog
posts? Use the read more tag.
Just click on the top most header toolbar in WP
dashboard that has WP logo, your site name, and that
greeting 'Howdy, username'. It will immediately scroll
up to the top.

<ol start="9">

<code> insert code here </code>
<blockquote> insert text here </blockquote>

<!--more-->

None. Just hit on the WP header toolbar.
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